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Abslracl W eak and strong couplings o f surface polaron in (he fram ework o f variational method were studied theoretically We have obtained
j icsull which shows that it is possible to reinforce the polaron effect in the low dimensional system
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1. Introduction
The problem of surface polaron is studied in 11-4], a weak 
v0up4ing of surface polaron in ionic crystal is studied in [5]. A 
ilicory of surface polaron stales at contact of two polar media 
lor a weak coupling on the basis of the generalized Hamiltonian 
ol I'loliljch-Pckar type is developed in [6]. On the basis of polaron 
j^pproach, the potential V^Z)  which is caused by surface and 
bulk optical vibrations, is obtained. For large value of Z (Z is the 
l^istancc of charge carrier at interface) in comparison with 
polaron radius , R^ , = (h 12m*0))^^ ,^ Ut(Z) passes into 
electrostatic imaging potential. However, in the region of contact,
I> j (Z) is a non-monotonic function of Z. For example, at contact 
ol iion-polar crystal with vacuum £2 = I » for electron which 
exists in crystal at £, < 2 .2 . interaction with interface has a 
repulsion character. At e, < 2.2, the potential V^Z)  in the range 
IS maximum which separates the repulsion region at greater 
a^lue ol Z from the attraction region at small value of Z [7]. 
f onneciion of polaron slate with surface at 2  -  will appear, 
(Z) passes a low free bulk optical phonon level.
^T(Z)<a^,h£OQ,
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where a,, is the clecUon-phonon interaction constant ; is 
the frequency of hulk longitudinal optical phonons. Condition 
of finding surface slate ( 1 ) is considered more general than the 
condition £2 ^ detemiines the atiracuon character ol
the potential . In Ref. [6], the energy of surface polaron bond 
at the contact of two polar crystals, when the motion of an 
electron in the direction of Z is slow in comparison with the 
motion in the direction of the surface, is obtained. Wc will study 
the problem of surface polaron, when this condition is not 
satisfied. In the present work, surface polaron stales in the 
framework of variational method lor an arbitrary bond, on the 
basis of generalization of Hamiltonian of Frohlich-Pckar type 
are studied theoretically.
2. Hamiltonian and variational energy
Let us consider the interface between two polar crystals, the 
first occupying a half space Z < 0 (K = 2), and the second 
occupying a half space Z ^  0 (^:= 1). both having the dielectric 
permittivities £02,^2 ^op^ i respecUvely( £„o*fn are static 
and high-frequency dielectric permeability of crystals). Let us 
assume that an electron exists in the conduction band of the 
second crystal and interact with surface and bulk optical
phonons.
©20021ACS
The Hamiltonian of the system under investigation is
2mj  ^ 2wj, 4 Z e ,(e ,+ e 2 )  '' ^ ^
e n.y
(^-e +fce)+v'fl(Z),
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(2)
where
2 _ 2 n a , j  (h£2i)^
L ,  L ,  T] ' I 2m*£2.
K r =
2 _  4 ;ra„  {tuo^f  /?, ^  h




where .«v arc defined in Ref. [6 |.
t», Z < 0  
® 0, Z > 0
is the potential barrier in the interface.
(5)
5, = G\pi-ia




V'(2 ) | 0)„ |0),^. (7)
V/(Z) =  2 / J ^ V ^ - \ (8)
^  is a variational parameter, f „ j J ^ j j Q , f Q  arevariaiio, 
parameters to be determined later.
Then the variational ground state energy is given by
Eo{p,X,a) = ^ ( \ - a f + ^ ! ^  + ^ ^ ^ h Z i 2 } l
2 2/nz 4 £ ,(£ |+ f ,)
- 1  J i m . a ) ,
nal
] s \,2 JT£,„ £| '(9)
where
V, = Jd t7 exp - f t
2 w_lA 
(l+O^PyTJ^)
1 +  -
2^
(Ktii
72 = ]d7jexp v - ( l - a ^ ) t ? ‘  \dq , \ \ + a ' + a
^(n ^ + 9 .^ ) ' x | 1 + + [ 1 + 4 1  - 21 4 p ^ j 1  2 / j j  [ 4/}- J
From Ref. [8], by introducing the first transformation operator 
5, on the Hamiltonian (2), where
x |  1 + 1 +
2P )  ['  4 P ^ } \ - (lOM
where a-is the parameter which determines the electron-phonon 
coupling forces.
= 1 , corresponds to weak and intermediate coupling, 
a = 0 , corresponds to strong coupling.
After that the second transformation operator 5., is performed 
on the resulting Hamiltonian. The result is averaged over the 
phonon vacuum states |0 )^  , |0 )^  :
It is very difficult to put eq. (9) in the analytic form. Hui ii is 
possible to obtain the numerical minimization in the case dI 
plane polaron at the contact of two polar crystals.
From the variational condition
<9£q ^  dEp




T '  (2/J)] exp J-ft( 1 -  ) 17  ^ / (4m* A)]
/ g =
Here, V (^Z) isthe variational wave function which describes 
the motion of electron in the direction Z axis. In the infinite 
potential barrier approximation, v^(Z) takes the form
Klrn^)
- v ; ([I - i q, / (273)]-^ -  [I + TJ / (2^)])’ 
ftOo+a^ft^G^
, (I2ai
exp J-ft(l-fl^ )ij^  /(2m^A)] 
/(2 m l) '
(12b)
where
| / ;  = l ' , ( V ( Z ) |< - ' ’ ^ |* r ( Z ) ) ,
w ;= v ,(* > (Z ) |« -* ''" - .- ''" |v « (Z ))
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(13a)
(I3b)
5 1 2 , (17)
3. Plane polaron in the contact oftwo polar crystal
Ip this scclion, the p lane polaron  (Z  = 0) in the contact o f two 
polar crystals is studied. T his case can be realized for polarization 
charge carrier, w hen the w ave vector d im inishes in the direction 
(i| Z and stays less than polaron  radius.
Bq, (9) passes to the lim it j9





-  S J o  o  (14)
here
In the limit o f strong coupling a  = 0, from  cq. (16) obtain
= K ,  r -  ( a . l+ V y « , .2 )
If ihc resull wc have obtained are com pared with the known 
result for plane system  in the case o f constant polar crystal with 
n o n -p o la r  c ry s ta l ,  th en  o ne  o f  the  tw o  su rfa c e  m o des 
(f2 ,i ,13,2) rem ains one mode only ( a ,2 = O) ■ Therefore
a) Weak coupling
= -0 .0606aJ. (19a)
,(X,fl) = J< 1 + aXx^




= -0 .3 0 2 8 a ^
In these lim its Ref. [9 | gives the follow ing results
(19b)
t iQ ^0 “  “  ® .1 ~  0 0 ^  ® (> for a weak coupling; (20a)
E„  =  -0 .4047  a i , for a strong coupling.(20a)
(15)
B\ entering the new  variable
_ 1 “ «
• ' % V I ’
.mil inlcgraimg cq. (14) obtain
f fr  n  2 I V ■ y the low dimensional system.
211 + I / IV A y l
By com paring the results obtained in this study with those 
obtained in |9 |,  it follow s that the best agreem ent has been 
obtained in the region o f w eak coupling. It is noted that in the 
lim it o f strong  elec tron-phonon  coup ling, the contribu tion  
caused by the surface m odes in energy, is nut additive. This
,2 y |^ > /Iy +  l j e ’' ' '^ [ l - 0 ( > / 8 y ) j | ,
where (j){x) is the p robability  function .
(16)
In the limit of a w eak coupling a = 1 , a , « 1 , and minim ize
'■'<1 (16) on y and % obtain
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